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Peveril Castle. The SE elevation of the keep with the one remaining integral nook shaft, Type A*
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Most Norman square or rectangular keeps or
great towers in Britain (say 1070-1200) are built
with shallow, low projection pilaster buttresses
that are usually evenly and symmetrically
disposed along their facades and at the angles
or corners. Similar features are seen in western
and northern France and a full discussion of
these is attached in Appendix 2. (translated
from André Chatelain, 1973, Donjons Romans
des Pays D’ouest, pp. 27-33).
This paper concentrates on Britain and AngloNorman builders in Ireland and explores the
phenomenon to see if buttresses (angle
buttresses especially) can prove to be diagnostic
of date, give any evidence through architectural
form of royal patronage, or of any regional
differences in building style and execution.¹
Chatelain’s initial comments explain the
function of the buttresses, their antecedents
and why they may or may not differ from those
seen on the elevations of Romanesque
churches. Any military considerations seem to
have been overemphasised in the past. They
certainly give added strength to the walling, but
there are numerous examples, and more so in
France, where donjons were built without any
buttresses, whatever their height or size. No
doubt their walls were thicker. Much comes
down to the emulation of Carolingian or late
Roman practice, and the desire of the Norman
builders to assert / emphasise / evoke their
historic Christian Constantinian Roman Empire
credentials (e.g. The Aula Basilica (Basilica of
Constantine), Trier 310-337), taken forward (or
appropriated) by the elite rulers within the
Norman empire. Thus, symbolism played a
significant part, not just practical functional or
decorative/ornamental factors in designing a
keep or donjon.

aesthetic device, the embellishment and development of the widened-out angled corner buttress facilitated the creation of a functional turret,
used sometimes as a bedchamber, or part of the
kitchen arrangements, (see Castle Rising, Norwich), and especially for spiral staircases (in up to
three of the corner turrets, e.g. Norwich). Intermediate buttresses often acted as the extra wall
thickness necessary to accommodate a thickening of the backing for a fireplace, often placed in
the centre of the great hall. Almost without
exception the spiral stairs built before about 1220
were vaulted, which allowed for generous height
and widths within the stairwell (e. g. Colchester)
and hence why some angle turrets are larger than
others within the same keep. Occasionally, in
England, holes are punched through pilaster
buttresses, in a counter-intuitive way, to create
windows or slit lights (e.g. Norwich and Guildford), and sometimes hollowed out to use as
fireplace flues (e.g. Rochester).

Whether the function of pilaster buttresses is
ostensibly for strength, or simply an architectural Fig. 1. Peveril Castle. The SE elevation of the keep with

the one remaining integral nook shaft, Type A*. The

¹ For a brief discussion see: A Hamilton Thompson, Military
shaft stops well below parapet level, crowned by a
Architecture in England during the Middle Ages, 1912,
triple-scalloped capital. Image © Peter Burton.
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Type A

Type A*

Fig.2
Three main types of angle buttress, A, B, C., are
highlighted by Chatelain (p. 32) and, for
convenience are used here. A fourth type, one
which includes circular nook shafts in the rightangled hollow recess between the two pilaster
buttresses, and sometimes in the re-entrant
buttress angles along the facades are bracketed
under type A*. Engaged nook shafts, as integral
parts of the quoins, usually remain in place.
Castle Rising is the prime example, followed by
Scarborough (related to Bungay, known through
excavation) and Peveril. The latter has only two
shafts remaining in the SE (Fig. 1) and NW corners.
Type A is the simplest type where two pilaster
buttresses join at right angles so that the actual
angle of the keep (later described as a ‘third angle’)
does not appear (like a timber lap joint seen as a
skeuomorph from early Greek-Roman timber-built
practice). Types A and A* appear in about 25% of
the the total number of keeps in this survey (50).
Bridgnorth (Robert de Bellême / Henry I c. 11011120) is an early unusual example,² but other early
examples are usually larger, royal (or semi-royal)
and the later examples are small keeps. The
sample includes two late keeps, Moreton Corbet
and Wattlesborough, described as c. 1200 or
earlier taking into account other diagnostic
features. The last square keep (A*) that Henry II
dressed in this way was Scarborough c. 1157-65.
Type B (setback buttresses) is the earliest type
(but there are none after Falaise, c. 1130) and
they are the most infrequent type (4 prestigious
royal keeps in England and 2 or 3 royal or
² The date 1100-1120 for Bridgnorth is supported by Dixon in
Impey, E., The White Tower, 2008 258-260, and Hislop, in Castle
Builders, 2016 38-39. See entry on Bridgnorth in this journal.

semi-royal keeps in France), (10 % approx). It is
the one type where the core notional angle of
the keep appears between the two pilaster
buttresses placed perpendicular to, and set back
from each other; the distance between the
angle of the keep (the 3rd angle) and each of the
pilaster buttresses can be quite variable. The
notional corners or angles of the keep are not
always precisely in line / parallel with the four
facades - there can be slight variations.
The White Tower at the Tower of London (10751100) shows them off to the greatest degree on
both the corners of the west facade. The east
facade is book-ended by circular elements - the
round tower of the staircase and the semicircular apse of the chapel, so here angle-turrets
do not apply. Constructing Type B corners
demanded greater precision and larger
quantities of ashlar quoins and hence would
have been prestigious, but expensive, taking
longer to construct. These corners were
therefore making a statement - a mark of wealth
and status. None of the non-royal nobility
followed this pattern.
Type C (clasping buttresses) are the most
numerous in Britain, (65%). This third main type
is clearly noticeably different from Types A and
B because it eliminates the duality of the corner
buttresses, and encompasses both into a single
continuous block that wraps around the
corners; thus it forms almost a more or less
protruding square turret at each of the four
angles of the keep. They are rarer in France.
Apart from two examples in Normandy, all the
others are located south of the Loire. In Britain
this Type C had the greatest longevity - initially
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seen at Canterbury and Colchester in c. 1100 and
continuing for nearly 100 years until Dover c.
1190 or Brougham. At least six or seven royal
keeps were built with Type C angle buttresses,
most in Henry II’s reign. It was undoubtedly the
quickest, and easiest way to build and no doubt
this became a factor with royal construction,
whilst more emphasis was placed on door and
window mouldings and internal comforts.

level terminate with inverse mitres when they
join the corner of the base batter, perhaps
reflecting in reverse the (now lost) mirrored
mitres at the upper corners below the battlements, like Wattlesborough and Morton Corbet.

Other architectural features
A number of features mentioned by Chatelain
(Appendix 2) are unknown in the UK. These include
the use of semi-circular buttresses as seen at
Loches, Montbazon, and elsewhere in France, and
the use of two-stage layered buttresses (such as
the Exchequier, Caen, Fig. 3) where the buttress is
applied to a wider thinner pilaster buttress behind
it, like a reinforcing back-plate.
Of further consideration is the treatment of how
the pilaster buttress meets any talus, battered
base or sloping plinth, whether it rests on the
plinth or dies into it. Usually they die into the
plinth. Also whether the pilaster continues with
one thickness straight to the roof cornice or
battlements, or is stepped back closer to the
facade as it rises, by means of sloping rainwater
caps at intervals - which usually happens when
the facade is stepped back at the set-off or
string-course heights (e.g. Corfe, Portchester
Bridgnorth) At the same time, does the buttress
width narrow at each step (Bridgnorth), and does
any string course run though the buttress? Does
the buttress stop at about two-thirds height as
many intermediate pilaster buttresses do?
How is the plinth, if there is one, treated at the
corners. Is it mitred? (see Fig. 4-3). And if so does
the corner line of the 3rd angle follow the same
axis as the plinth mitre. When the Type A corners
meet the roofline, does the string or cornice form
a mitre to unite the cornice joint. Two rare
examples of this are seen in lesser-known keeps
in Shropshire - Moreton Corbet and Wattlesborough, and it may indicate a regional working
method of neatly mitring corner masonry joints.
Also Bridgnorth, Shropshire, is unique insofar as
the corner angled recesses just above the plinth

Fig. 3 The Exchequier (Exchequer Hall), Caen. Twostage layered buttresses. West elevation, c. 1050s.

Conclusion
First, Type B appears from the 1070s and
appears to be limited to magisterial large
footprint keeps over a 40 or 50 year period
ending with Falaise; it is the preserve of kings
and princes. Type A/A* can be a more
decorative alternative first seen at Chepstow c.
1070-1080 and continued by Henry II up to c.
1170. Of the latter, the three outstanding extant
examples here are semi-royal Castle Rising,
non-royal Hedingham c. 1140 and Henry II’s
Scarborough (by 1165), (and related Bungay was
seen to have had this type through excavation).
Type C, which sees the most frequent usage
ranges from Colchester to Dover, and royal
patronage was involved with five keeps of this
type from Portchester through to Dover. By the
second half of the twelfth century Type C was
the style of choice for patricians and nobility.
Neil Guy
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Appendix 1. Types of buttresses seen mainly on Norman Keeps in Britain and France

Flat intermediate buttress

Keep
West Malling
Canterbury
Colchester
# Ludlow

Flat intermediate
semicircular buttress

*

Type C

Type B

Examples in Britain
Keep
Type A
Date
Chepstow†
A
1070-80
Corfe†
A
1090-1110
Rochester†
A
1127
Bridgnorth†
A
by 1120
Guildford†
A
1130
Benington
A
1136?
Hedingham
A
1140
Wattlesborough
A
c.1180-1200
Moreton Corbet
A
c.1200-1220?
Type A with nook shafts*
Castle Rising•
A*
1140
Scarborough†
A*
1157-65
Bungay (demolished) A*
1165-75
Peveril †
A*
1174-78
Type A but Unbuttressed
Helmsley
A
1180
Keep
Tower of London †

Lancaster †
Norwich†
Wareham•
Domfront†
Caen†
Falaise

Type B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Date
1100
1090-1110
1090s
1090s

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

1120
1115-25
1135
1130s
1130-40
1140
1140
1140s
1140s
1150
1150
1150s
1160
1160s
1160
1170s
1170
1177
1174
1174
1180
1190s
1180-1190
1200?
1180-1210

Portchester †
Bamburgh†
Carlisle†
Kenilworth
Goodrich
Old Sarum
Sherborne
Monmouth
Kenfig
Wolvesey Pal.
Prudhoe
Sutton Valence
Richmond

Reinforced intermediate buttress Reinforced intermediate
semicircular buttress

Type A

Type C
C
C
C
C

Bishop’s Waltham

Norham†
Middleham
Appleby
Newcastle Upon Tyne†

Bowes†
Brough
Clitheroe
Adare
Dover
Brougham
Carrickfergus

Date
1075-1100
1090-1110
1090-1110
by 1100
by 1100
1120
1130

Keeps - Unbuttressed

† Royal castles
•Semi-royal castle

Castle Rushen

Ogmore

Carew

Okehampton

Coity

Trim

Dolforwyn

Usk

Dolwyddelan

Loughor

Haverfordwest

Castell y Bere

Lydford
* Embedded nook shafts at each corner of a tower
are also seen in ecclesiastical buildings of the mid12th century, for example the west front of
Lindisfarne Priory church (twin stair turrets) c. 1150.

#Ludlow - gatehouse to keep conversion c. 1140s
Some later ‘keeps’ were built in an older archaising
style e.g. Hopton c. 1300 and Clun 1290s
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Fig. 4-1. The White Tower, Tower of London, Type B.
(Three-edged corners), on the west facade, one of
two examples at the Tower.

Fig. 4-2. Scarborough: Type A*: moulded angle nook
shaft and sloping plinth. See also Peveril.

Fig. 4-3. Morton Corbet: Type A - angle pilaster Fig. 4-4. Bamburgh: Type C: clasping buttress with
moulded, two-stepped plinth and two set-offs in the
buttress with mitred top joint below string course.
intermediate pilaster buttresses.
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Appendix 2: Buttresses (Chatelain – Donjons
Romans des Pays D'ouest) pp. 27-33
Buttresses - for buildings that have them - can
give rise to many observations and reflections.
First of all, it seems that at the beginning of their
construction, the oldest donjons that we see
equipped with these buttress reinforcements
were not included; then, buttresses were added
superficially to the walls (Langeais, first phase of
the construction of Loches, on the west face, but
not Montbazon as a recent publication has
shown). Subsequently, the buildings had their
buttresses integrated and incorporated into the
walls.
What were the buttresses be used for? Their
necessity does not seem obvious since not all
the donjons are provided with them; out of 108
buildings or vestiges studied here, 24 are
without buttresses and a dozen do not have
buttresses on all their sides. It is legitimate to
think that their essential role was to stiffen the
walls on which they are based, especially when
they are very high, very long or relatively thin.
But the comparative examination shows long
or thin walls or high donjons without buttresses
and short or thick walls which are provided with
them. They could simply make the effect of
arcaded chains reinforcing and binding the
walls. However, there are a few cases where
windows have been cut in the thickness of the
buttresses: Valmont (Normandy); Périgueux,
Biron and Belvès (Périgord) later Saint-Emilion;
just like at the chevet (apse) of a large number
of Romanesque churches in southwestern
France (cf. supra, p. 16, note 9); in England, to
the donjons of Guildford, where they are large
twin windows, Newcastle and Norwich.
Such an arrangement can only weaken the
masonry and it is surprising to find it on
elements which are supposed to strengthen the
walls. In any case, it seems difficult to attribute
to them a role similar to those of Romanesque
churches where the flat buttresses of the same
model have the main role of buttressing the

thrust of the barrel vaults, since the rare vaulted
rooms of the donjons do not meet than at the
lower level; there is therefore not the same
problem of force to be resolved.
One can legitimately think that these buttresses,
at least for those bordering the angles, are a
translation into stone of the technique of assembling wooden constructions as a skeuomorph;
in fact, at the angles thereof, the ends of the
planks overlap in overhang, determining in plan
two protruding branches of alignment of the
side walls. But this does not suffice to explain
the addition of median (intermediate) buttresses, on each face, between the angles.
As for the connection sometimes made between
the buttresses and the lesenes, it cannot be
retained. The Lombard bands are only flat
bands, very little protruding; moreover, these
purely decorative elements are found mainly in
the Rhône, Burgundy and Rhine regions, that is
to say precisely in the eastern half of France
where there are no Romanesque donjons with
buttresses and not in the western half where
they are located.
Finally, we recognise that these buttresses,
which create recesses on the walls, constitute a
hindrance to the top (wall-walk) shooting ability
(by forming blind spots that no flanking can
sweep away). This is undoubtedly true for firing
shots (shooting) aimed at the base of the walls,
the most threatened sectors. But, apart from
the cases, quite rare, where the buttresses are
very prominent, they undoubtedly did not
hinder the shots at some distance.
Be that as it may, inconvenient or not for the
defenders, effective or subsidiary, buttresses
seem to have been a very widespread rule, from
the Somme to the Garonne at least, in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries in Western
France, when it came to erecting a defensive
tower. In the rest of Europe they are only found
in England.
If one examines and compares these numerous
buttresses, one notices a great variety if not in
their form, at least in their implantation. And
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then one realizes that this variety is not due
simply to chance, but that it determines, in a
way, families grouped by regions, which can be
explained by the fact that in certain
neighbourhoods builders could draw inspiration
from each other; little information having
reached us on the military engineers of the
Romanesque period, one cannot certainly
induce these similarities of the same paternity,
all the more so as in this case supposing
displacements of constructors, of the "receipts"
similar would be found at very scattered points.
I The most common type of buttress is
rectangular in section, applied directly to the
surface of the walls. Some are stepped, thus
reducing them slightly upwards.
They are generally drawn up from the base except when a batter runs at the base all
around the keep, in which case they lean on
it (Aubusson, Brigueil) or die into it,
(Beaugency) - and raised to the top of the
walls. But some stop at three quarters of their
height or a few meters from the summit and
are capped, then, with a simple angled slant
(glacis), except in Saint-Laurent-les-Tours
(Quercy) where we see a very special
arrangement: the last third of the keep has its
smooth walls, the surface of which is an
extension of that of the buttresses, the
difference in thickness with the base being
taken up, between them, by a right corbel.
We must add, among the exceptional
arrangements, that which can be seen in
Château-Chervix and Montbrun (Limousin) as
well as in Plazac (Périgord), where the tops of
the buttresses are connected by blind arcades
of a graceful effect; a decoration of the same
order was seen in La Rochefoucauld
(Angoumois) before its collapse. Rectangular
buttresses also vary in the size of the
projection they form with the walls and in the
ratio between their thickness and their depth.
The protrusion of the wall can range from 0.22
m (Huriel) to 3.40 m (Arques), the thickness
from 0.60 m (Broue) to 4.40 m (Domfront).
THE CASTLE STUDIES GROUP

The way the buttresses are secured to the
main body of the donjon is also worthy of
attention. Generally, in plan, they present a
single step in relation to the wall of the keep,
but in Normandy we commonly notice a
double step because the connection of the
buttress with the wall is reinforced by a
backsplash (a wider backplate) (’dosseret’).
But it is especially at the angles of the
constructions that one notices variations of
formula in the plans. The simplest type is the
one where we see the two buttresses joining
at right angles so that the actual angle of the
keep does not appear (type A); this concept,
which is applied to 25% of our donjons in the
West, is found exceptionally in the south of
the Loire. The most frequent type (50%) is
the one where we see the angle of the keep
appearing between the two buttresses
placed perpendicular to, and set back from
each other (type B); the space between the
angle of the keep and each of the buttresses
is quite variable: reduced almost
everywhere, it is more developed in
Eschizadour (Limousin) and Saint-Geniès
(Périgord). This type is found widely, from
Ile-de-France to Guyenne.
An exceptional case can be seen in Chalucet
(Limousin) where the two Romanesque
donjons (main keep and Jeannette (smaller
tower) have only one buttress on each side,
located roughly in the middle of them, which
gives, by their distance from the angles of
these towers, an angle plane reminiscent of
that of the two exceptions indicated above.
The third type is noticeably different from
the other two because it eliminates the
duality of the corner buttresses,
encompassing this one and those in a single
mass and thus forming almost a more or less
protruding square turret at each of the four
angles of the donjon (type C); apart from two
examples in Normandy, all the others are
located south of the Loire. This type of
'clasping buttress' is very common in England.
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II The second large family of quadrangular
donjons, when classified according to the
shape of their buttresses, is the one where
the latter are of semicircular section. Among
these we can distinguish various types
comparable to those of constructions with
shallow, flat buttresses.
At the “Norman-style” implantation they
comprise a backplate between the buttress
itself and the wall of the keep, we can
compare the method of structure adopted
at Loches where we see that the half-cylinder
of the buttresses is connected to the wall by
a backplate larger than its diameter (see ?g.
p. 32). With type B, distinguished above, can
be compared the direct implantation of the
half-cylinders on the wall, as seen in the
north-eastern corner remained clear and the
east side of the keep of Montbazon.
But it is to type C, where the corner buttresses
completely encompass the actual angle of the
keep, that most of the constructions comprising semi-cylindrical buttresses are attached.
As for the donjons with flat buttresses, we
then observe that the reinforcement of the
angles becomes a real full turret, but in no
case do these turrets have a flanking role since
no firing chamber can be placed there. This
type of construction is found almost exclusively in the Poitou-Vendée region. These
turrets are all cylindrical except in Pouzauges
and Tiffauges (Vendée) where they are appreciably flattened in a direction parallel to the
walls of the keep.
In addition, the location of their centre varies
somewhat, which results in a more or less
pronounced protrusion from the walls. The
least prominent corner turrets are those of
Niort (Poitou), the most eccentric, those of
Romefort (Berri); in the middle position we
find Noirmoutier, Châteaumur, the western
addition of the castle of Gouzon in Chauvigny,
the western part of Touffou, the vestige of the
old castle of Angles-sur-Anglin, the northern
part of Beaumont, all in Poitou.
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Château-Chervix: corner pilasters with
blind arcades
Outside Poitou-Vendée, two keeps can be
compared to those with buttresses of semicylindrical angles: Romefort en Berri, already
mentioned, which has real towers, full
halfway up and furnished with rooms only on
the upper floors; Mez-le-Maréchal, near
Dordives (Loiret). But in these two cases the
corner towers are highly developed and do
not evoke at all what neighbouring buttresses
drowned in a single circular masonry as in
Poitou can give. It is almost a different type
of donjon, the plans of which prefigure those
of Ambleny (Aisne), Houdan (Yvelines) and,
at the end of its evolution, Etampes.
We still meet semi-cylindrical buttresses in
the middle of the walls of the Tour-auxCognons in Civaux (Poitou) and at the
elevation of the eastern keep of Gouzon in
Chauvigny.
Among the special cases we must especially
remember Montbazon where the two types
of buttresses - flat and semi-cylindrical were used on the north and east faces. It
should be noted, moreover, with regard to
this keep, that, if these two faces are
provided with buttresses, the other two do
not. This apparent anomaly is explained by
the fact that the faces without buttresses
(west and south) were protected at short
distance by a chemise, while the other two
faces, thicker and reinforced, were far from
the exterior walls of the fortress since the
‘bayle’, (bailey) which stretched out at their
feet, separated them.
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